
Planning Team Attendees:

Stone Oak Area Regional Center

Planning Team Meeting #9

Updated Mobility Recommendations, Updated APS Map and

Draft Strategies, Overview of NPP

Vision

Goals

The Stone Oak Area Regional Center maintains its natural integrity

with ample natural parks and trails, open space, and trees and is well-

served with local shops, restaurants, employment and entertainment

organized into walkable community hubs supported with resilient

infrastructure and connected by a multi-modal roadway and trail

network that respects the area’s natural systems and topography.

Goal 1: Promote development, programming

and design that encourages walkability in key

areas and is compatible with existing

neighborhoods and the natural landscape. 

Goal 2: Facilitate development patterns that

include local employment and entertainment

opportunities in highly walkable and connected

activity centers with a variety of amenities

catering to different lifestyles. 

Goal 3: Increase the number and diversity of

housing opportunities while preserving natural

and improved parks and open space

interspersed throughout the area to create

connectivity for multi-modal transportation

options.

Goal 4: Ensure transportation and other

infrastructure is designed to minimize impacts

on the natural landscape and implemented

prior to or concurrently with new development. 

Goal 5: Increase equitable access to parks,

open space, trails and diverse recreational

amenities throughout the Regional Center. 

Goal 6: Create housing, employment, goods

and services that serve, support and are

accessible to youth, families and older adults. 

Goal 7: Incorporate environmentally friendly

and sustainable development practices to

balance growth and preserving natural

resources such as groundwater conservation

and natural landscaping.

Goal 8: Create a business-friendly environment

that attracts corporations of varying sizes to

provide diverse employment opportunities and

encourage higher education facilities to locate

in the Stone Oak Area Regional Center to

broaden educational opportunities for

residents.

Today's Objective

Updated Mobility Recommendations: Review updated mobility recommendations, and

introduction of the draft mobility map and graphics

Updated Amenities & Public Spaces Map and Draft Strategies: Review updated Amenities &

Public Spaces map and introduction of draft strategies

Overview of Neighborhood Profile and Priorities: Overview and status update of the NPP

along with review of overarching themes

Channary Gould, CoSA Planning Department

Jay Renkens, MIG

Saul Vazquez, MIG

Isaac Levy, CoSA Transportation Department

Hannah Santiago, Cambridge Systematics, Inc.

Art Downey, Stone Oak POA

Joe Silman, Trinity Glen Rose Groundwater

Conservation District, District 4

Annalisa Peace, Greater Edwards Aquifer Alliance

Overall Mobility Recommendations Comments

Rob Schlortt, Classen-Steubing Family Member

Karen Bishop, San Antonio River Authority

Minnie Abrego-Sanches, Emerald Forest Neighborhood

Kelsey Brandt, District 9 Staff Member

Deborah Caldwell, NEISD Staff Member

Neal Walshe, Resident

Veronica Escalera-Ibarra, VIA

Rich Weimart, North San Antonio Chamber of Commerce

Amenities and Public Spaces Map Comments

VIA is also working on

a network redesign,

where we are looking

at what works and

how we can improve

service and possibly

expand those service

areas.

-

I think the

typography of the

area impacts

mobility. Hilly areas

and "blind spots"

make it difficult to

walk and bike in

some areas.

Is there a mobility

committee and what

actions can we

follow to make sure

these

improvements

appear on the

mobility bond?

Focus on

informing the

community on

how these

improvements

could happen

Prioritize Safe Mobility for All

- --- -

- --- -

Another facility type VIA

is exploring are mobility

hubs, where we can

expand a walk shed

connecting different

mobility types. (shared

rides, motorized

bicycles, micromobility)

-

Our office often hears

from seniors in Encino

Park area about how

they can get rides to

the Senior Center, as

VIA does not service

the area.

Considerations

for protection

from weather

(heat, rain, etc.)

Pedestrian

elements such as

trees, benches,

drinking fountains

make a huge

difference when

walking through the

area

Focus on Accessibility for Youth, 

Families and Older Adults to Key Destinations

- --- -

- --- -

- --

continue the focus

of accessibility to

transit hubs,

especially with

continued

population growth

-

Support Future Growth with 

Complete & Connected Transportation Network

- --- -

- --- -

- --- -

- --- -

- --- -

-

low lighting/ visibility

at retail, restaurants,

bar locations along

Redland Road.

"explore the need for

lighting along

Redland Rd"

-- -

-

lack of

signage in

Classen-

Steubing

Ranch Park

-- -

- --- -

-

 look into

existing full

network of trails

connecting to

park along gold

canyon

-- -

Will need to

identify trail

connection

opportunities on

map and add to

legend

consider

adding trails

along utility

easements

-- -

People ride

mountain bikes

along the creek

beds around Mud

Creek Park and ride

along any trails that

connect to the trails.

-The one just south of

Evans - people cleared out

a path and created stairs

from Evans to the utility

easement during COVID. I

haven't checked if it is still

there, but it was used fairly

frequently during 2020-

2021 (look into this)

-- -

- -

consider

orientation of

placement of

trees to protect

from western

sun

consider

adding GSI

along arterial

roads

add GSI along

sidewalks in

landscape

buffer

- --- -

- --- -

Mobility Sketches Comments

TPC pkwy:

student

fatality just

south of this

location

TPC pkwy:

bulverde rd as a

hwy with drivers

not conforming

to posted speed

limits

TPC pkwy sketch:

concern with

connection to

schools that makes

it easier for people

to come in and out

of schools

SO many students

and families

would be really

happy with these

recommendations

 applied.

evans road

sketch: make

a standard

crosswalk not

staggered

consider

adding

shading to

protect from

west sun

I thought that one of the

purposes of the staggered

crosswalk is to get people to

face (look toward) oncoming

traffic to make them more

aware of the traffic that is

coming toward them.  Is the

crosswalk in the first picture

doing the opposite?

TPC pkwy

sketch: add in

crossings

along

bulverde

coordinate

with TxDOT

on following

SUP

standards

TPC pkwy sketch:

TPC parkway get

very backed-up.

not sure how to

reconcile

pedestrian safety

Existing Park with trail connection to 281

Utility easements that could be used as linear parks/ connections

General Comments

- --

This NPP example is

cool. Any consideration

to include average

home price for a

neighborhood? That

may help us understand

where affordable family

homes exist.

MLS data from SABOR

would make it very

simple to pull local

data for current

median neighborhood

prices. RECON from

Texas A&M also has

very good data.

- --- -

- --- -

TPC Pkwy & Bulverde Evans Rd & Hwy 281 Evans Rd & Evans Spring Stone Oak Pwky & Hwy 281


